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NASA’S PERSEVERANCE ROVER MAKES HISTORIC
MARS LANDING

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The first image sent by NASA’s Perseverance rover upon touching down on Mars shows its
shadow upon the Red Planet's surface, at the Jezero crater.   | Photo Credit:
@NazaPersevere/Twitter

NASA's science rover Perseverance, the most advanced astrobiology laboratory ever sent to
another world, streaked through the Martian atmosphere on Thursday and landed safely on the
floor of a vast crater, its first stop on a search for traces of ancient microbial life on the Red
Planet.

Mission managers at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory near Los Angeles burst into applause
and cheers as radio signals confirmed that the six-wheeled rover had survived its perilous
descent and arrived within its target zone inside Jezero Crater, site of a long-vanished Martian
lake bed.

The robotic vehicle sailed through space for nearly seven months, covering 293 million miles
(472 million km) before piercing the Martian atmosphere at 12,000 miles per hour (19,000 km
per hour) to begin its approach to touchdown on the planet's surface.

The spacecraft's self-guided descent and landing during a complex series of maneuvers that
NASA dubbed "the seven minutes of terror" stands as the most elaborate and challenging feat in
the annals of robotic spaceflight.

Touchdown confirmed. The #CountdownToMars is complete, but the mission is just beginning.
pic.twitter.com/UvOyXQhhN9

"It really is the beginning of a new era," NASA's associate administrator for science, Thomas
Zurbuchen, said earlier in the day during NASA's webcast of the event.

The landing represented the riskiest part of two-year, $2.7 billion endeavor whose primary aim is
to search for possible fossilized signs of microbes that may have flourished on Mars some 3
billion years ago, when the fourth planet from the sun was warmer, wetter and potentially
hospitable to life.

Scientists hope to find biosignatures embedded in samples of ancient sediments that
Perseverance is designed to extract from Martian rock for future analysis back on Earth - the
first such specimens ever collected by humankind from another planet.

Two subsequent Mars missions are planned to retrieve the samples and return them to NASA in
the next decade.

Thursday's landing came as a triumph for a pandemic-weary United States in the grips of
economic dislocation caused by the COVID-19 public health crisis.

NASA scientists have described Perseverance as the most ambitious of nearly 20 U.S. missions
to Mars dating back to the Mariner spacecraft's 1965 fly-by.
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Larger and packed with more instruments than the four Mars rovers preceding it, Perseverance
is set to build on previous findings that liquid water once flowed on the Martian surface and that
carbon and other minerals altered by water and considered precurors to the evolution of life
were present.

Perseverance's payload also includes demonstration projects that could help pave the way for
eventual human exploration of Mars, including a device to convert the carbon dioxide in the
Martian atmosphere into pure oxygen.

The box-shaped tool, the first built to extract a natural resource of direct use to humans from an
extraterrestrial environment, could prove invaluable for future human life support on Mars and
for producing rocket propellant to fly astronauts home.

Another experimental prototype carried by Perseverance is a miniature helicopter designed to
test the first powered, controlled flight of an aircraft on another planet. If successful, the 4-pound
(1.8-kg) helicopter could lead to low-altitude aerial surveillance of distant worlds, officials said.

The daredevil nature of the rover's descent to the Martian surface, at a site that NASA described
as both tantalizing to scientists and especially hazardous for landing, was a momentous
achievement in itself.

The multi-stage spacecraft carrying the rover soared into the top of Martian atmosphere at
nearly 16 times the speed of sound on Earth, angled to produce aerodynamic lift while jet
thrusters adjusted its trajectory.

A jarring, supersonic parachute inflation further slowed the descent, giving way to deployment of
a rocket-powered "sky crane" vehicle that flew to a safe landing spot, lowered the rover on
tethers, then flew off to crash a safe distance away.

Perseverance's immediate predecessor, the rover Curiosity, landed in 2012 and remains in
operation, as does the stationary lander InSight, which arrived in 2018 to study the deep interior
of Mars.

Last week, separate probes launched by the United Arab Emirates and China reached Martian
orbit. NASA has three Mars satellites still in orbit, along with two from the European Space
Agency.
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Dear reader,

We have been keeping you up-to-date with information on the developments in India and the
world that have a bearing on our health and wellbeing, our lives and livelihoods, during these
difficult times. To enable wide dissemination of news that is in public interest, we have increased
the number of articles that can be read free, and extended free trial periods. However, we have
a request for those who can afford to subscribe: please do. As we fight disinformation and
misinformation, and keep apace with the happenings, we need to commit greater resources to
news gathering operations. We promise to deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested
interest and political propaganda.

Dear subscriber,

Thank you!

Your support for our journalism is invaluable. It’s a support for truth and fairness in journalism. It
has helped us keep apace with events and happenings.

The Hindu has always stood for journalism that is in the public interest. At this difficult time, it
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designers, and photographers will deliver quality journalism that stays away from vested interest
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